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Abstract 

The formation of pattems is a ubiquitous phenomenon in nature. Even out
side the field of physics many examples can be found. Generally, in pattem 
forming systems, patterns arise spontaneously after a control parameter is 
set beyond a critica! value. Here waves will start to grow until nonlinear 
effects saturate their amplitude. The nonlinear nature of this saturation 
may introduce nonuniformity. A consequence of this is that the wave field 
displays nontrivial pattems. 

The analysis of pattem forming systems involves the investigation of 
nonlinear partial differential equations descrihing the slow modulations of 
wave amplitude and wave number. In principle, these equations can be de
rived from the equation that describes the instantaneous state of the system, 
but this has only been demonstrated for a few cases. Luckily enough, the 
equation for pattem formation has a generic form that is determined by 
symmetry properties and the nature of the first bifurcation. 

In a one-dimensional traveling wave convection experiment we tried to 
make a confrontation with theory. The properties of our setup are such that 
it should be amendable to a description by the coupled complex Ginzburg
Landau equation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introd u ct ion 

1.1 Overview 

In nature a plethora of pattem forming systems can be found. Very in
teresting examples are for instanee the pattems observed in thermal con
vection, Taylor-Couette flow, nonlinear opties, electroconvection (see Figure 
1.1), granular media, oscillatory chemica! reactions and biologica! systems 
to name but a few. In these systems pattems arise spontaneously after a 
control parameter is set beyond a critica! value. It is our aim to understand 
in detail the mechanism of pattem formation. As an ends to that mean we 
use a heated wire convection experiment. This system forms left and right 
traveling waves that suppress each other. 

Pattem forming systems are in general dissipative. This means that 
there is a constant flux of energy through the system. The formation of 
pattems will only occur if this energy flux is higher than a certain thresh
old value, which will depend on the details of the particular system. When 
the control parameter is raised above the pattem forming threshold, it will 
become unstable to perturbations with a certain wave number kc and fre
quency Wc (either of which can be zero). Waves with this wavevector and 
frequency will start to grow exponentially until the amplitude reaches some 
saturated value. 

The saturation of the wave amplitude is due to nonlinear effects. The 
consequence may be that waves in general do not saturate uniformly, where 
the wave amplitude and wave number are everywhere the same, but rather 
non-uniformly where the wave field displays nontrivial patterns. This brings 
us to another common denominator for pattem forming systems. The the
oretica! analysis of these systems will always involve nonlinear differential 
equations. These equations describe the slow (in space and time) behaviour 
of the amplitude of the waves (Newell and Whitehead 1969). In princi
ple, these equations can be derived from the equation that describes the 
instantaneous state of the system (i.e. the Navier-Stokes equation), but this 
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Figure 1.1: Spatiotemporal chaotic pattem, taken from an electroconvection 
experiment (Amm et al. 1999). Here a nematic liquid crystal with negative 
dielectric anisotropy and positive conductivity anisotropy is sandwiched in 
a thin transparent cell. An electric field is applied normal to the cell. 

has only been demonstrated for a few cases. Luckily enough, the equation 
for pattem formation has a generic form, that is determined by symmetry 
properties and the nature of the first bifurcation. Therefore it is possible to 
describe pattem forming systems without knowledge of the precise deriva
tion of the equation from first principles. The unknown parameters in the 
equation can often be found from the experiment. 

The equation of pattem formation is a nonlinear partial different ia! equa
tion, and analytic solutions can in general not be found. 

1.2 The Experiment 

The heated wire experiment consistsof a long and narrow container, which 
is partially filled with liquid. Just undemeath the free surface of the liquid a 
metallic wire is suspended in the lengthwise direction of the container. This 
wireis heated by means of an electrical current, which is our control parame
ter. Below the critica! value the system produces two stabie convection rolls 
alongside the wire. Above the critica! value these convection rolls become 
unstable to traveling waves. Because of the aspect ratio of our setup, these 
are essentially one-dimensional waves. Since our system possesses left-right 
symmetry the typical states consist of patches of left and right traveling 
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waves separated by sourees (which send out waves) and sinks (which have 
two incoming waves). 

Experimentally, we try to measure the surface elevation as a function of 
space and time. For the surface elevation we can formally write A( X, T)ei(qx-wt), 

separating the basic traveling wave state ei(qx-wt) from the slow modula
tions A(X, T). As will be derived later, the slow modulations A( X , T) can 
be described by a complex nonlinear partial differential equation called the 
Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGLE): 

1.3 Goals 

Several workers have found some very interesting structures from the theo
retica! analysis of the CGLE, which should be observable in various pattem 
forming systems. These structures are commonly know as sources, sinks 
and holes. The properties that have been predicted for these structures are 
of generic nature and do not depend heavily on the parameters that enter 
the CGLE. lt is up to experimentalists to con:firm the existence of these 
structures and the generic predictions that have been made. 

This has also been the goal of our experiment. We are not interested in 
a full quantitative comparison between our results and the solutions of the 
CGLE. Instead we want to extract just enough information to make a quan
titative comparison with the generic predictions made for these solutions. 

This is how we think pattem forming systems like the heated wire ex
periment should be approached. At present we are not interested in a full 
quantitative description of the intricate details that underlie the formation 
of patterns in our experiment. Instead one might say that we want to look 
at the system from a higher abstraction level. 

The present document is devoted to descrihing the results of our experi
ments done in order to confirm the existence and properties of the structures 
that follow from a theoretica! analysis of the coupled complex Ginzburg
Landau equation. We use a large and fully automated experimental setup 
which enables us to reach high levels of accuracy. 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Setup 

In this chapter a detailed description of the heated wire experiment and 
our implementation will be given. Our first concern will be the principle of 
the heated wire experiment and the mechanism that drives the formation of 
patterns. Then we will delve into the details of the actual setup, including 
data acquisition and processing. 

2.1 Principle of the Experiment 

The heated wire experiment is shown schematically in Figure 2.1. The ex
periment consists of a long and narrow container. This container is partially 
filled with liquid. Just underneath the free surface of the liquid a metallic 
wire is suspended in the lengthwise direction of the container. 

The side walls of the container are kept at a constant temperature. By 
means of a constant electrical current energy is dissipated in the wire. This 
causes the liquid around the wire to be heated. Because of buoyancy hot 
liquid rises from the wire. This causes the formation of two long and stabie 
convection rolls alongside the wire. A cross section of this situation is shown 
in Figure 2.2. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.1: Side view (a) and cross section (b) ofthe heated wire experiment. 
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Figure 2.2: Two convection rolls emerge parallel to the heated wire. 

When the power dissipated by the wire becomes larger than a certain 
critica! value, these convection rolls will become unstable. At this stage 
traveling waves emerge on the liquid surface. Because of the aspect ratio of 
the container these waves are essentially one-dimensional. Due to symmetry 
the propagation direction of these waves can be either to the left or to the 
right. This will result in the emergence of patches of alternately left and 
right traveling waves separated by coherent structures. These structures 
are called sourees and sinks, depending on whether the waves on both sides 
move towards or away from each other. 

2.2 Physical Mechanism 

There are two types of convection that are responsible for the emergence 
of traveling waves in the heated wire experiment. These are buoyancy con
vection and Marangoni convection. Buoyancy convection is hot fluid that 
rises and cold fl.uid that sinks. Marangoni convection is driven by the tem
perature dependenee of the surface tension, which results in a net surface 
force. Both types of convection are driven by temperature differences in the 
system. These are shown in Figure 2.3. Buoyancy convection is driven by 
the temperature difference ~Tb between the wire and the fl.uid at the surface 
directly above the wire. The temperature difference ~Tm between the fl.uid 
at the surface directly above the wire and the sidewalls drives Marangoni 
convection. 

It has to be pointed out that the description of the physical mecha
nism that underlies the formation of patterns in our experiment is far from 
complete. There are still many details that have be cleared up. The sole 
purpose of the present description is to give some insight in how traveling 
waves emerge in our experiment. 

There are however similar experiments in which there is much more 
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Figure 2.3: Temperature differences that drive buoyancy (.6.Tb) and 
Marangoni (.6.Tm) convection in the heated wire experiment. 

knowledge on the basic instability. In this respect the work done by Sen and 
Davis (1982) on the siclewall convection experiment should be mentioned. 
In this experiment they looked at liquid flows in a slot owing to a temper
ature gradient applied along the free surface of the liquid. By a theoretica! 
analysis of the instantaneous state of the system, they managed to make the 
conneetion to the amplitude description of the modulated wave field. 

2.2.1 Buoyancy Convection 

The dissipation of energy by the wire establishes a temperature gradient in 
the fluid. This causes buoyancy convection. A well-known example of this 
phenomenon is Rayleigh-Bénard convection between parallel plates with an 
imposed vertical temperature di:fference. In this case there exists a well
defined threshold temperature difference that is set by the balance of buoy
ancy, and temperature and momenturn ditfusion of the most unstable mode. 
For the heated wire experiment there is nosmallest wavelength due to the 
particular geometry and therefore, there is no nonzero temperature thresh
old for convection. 

An alternative way to understand this, is to consider the situation of 
Figure 2.4. Here a few isotherms have been drawn around the wire. The 
temperature of the wire is higher than that of the sidewalls and the air that 
surrounds the experiment. This will cause a temperature gradient pointing 
towards the wire and hence isotherms that endrele the wire. 

The temperature and hence the density will on average be higher above 
point 1 than above point 2. Integration of the density over the two vertical 
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Figure 2.4: The heating of the wire establishes a temperature gradient. 

lines shows that the pressure at point 1 is lower than the pressure at point 2. 
It is because of this pressure difference that there will always be a buoyancy 
driven fiuid convection. The big difference between our experiment and the 
Rayleigh-Bénard experiment lies inthefact that our experiment is laterally 
inhomogeneous. 

The mechanism of instability is best described by consiclering the time 
scales involved in the system. These are 7b and Tm for buoyancy and 
Marangoni convection respectively. The timescale 7b for buoyancy convec
tion is a measure of the time it takes for a packet of hot fiuid to rise from 
the wire to the surface. It can be estimated by writing Newton's second law 
(F =ma) per unit of volume: 

ph 
al:inpg = 2' 

Tb 

where a is the linear coefficient of expansion, p is the density of the fiuid, 
g is the acceleration due to gravity and h is the distance between the wire 
and the fiuid equilibrium surface. This gives us 

h 2_ 
Tb- _A_rn_' 

Û!L.l..L b9 

showing that the timescale of buoyancy convection becomes smaller with 
stronger temperature gradients. 

2.2.2 Marangoni Convection 

N ow we will have a look at Marangoni convection. This type of convection 
is the result of the temperature dependenee of surface tension. The tem-
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Figure 2.5: Marangoni conveetien in a setup similar to the heated wire setup, 
but without buoyancy convection. 

perature of the liquid at the free surface is highest directly above the wire. 
Because the walls are kept at a constant temperature there will be a tem
perature gradient at the surface. The temperature dependenee of surface 
tension induces a stress at the surface. This stress tends to convect hot 
liquid into colder regions. This is called Marangoni convection. In our case 
liquid from the surface directly above the wire will be pulled towards the 
side walls. 

To get an estimate of the timescale Tm of Marangoni conveetien we can 
use the setup in Figure 2.5. This setup is similar to the heated wire ex
periment but lacks buoyancy convection. The left wall is kept at a higher 
temperature than the right wall. The stress at the surface causes Marangoni 
convection. If the flow is stationary it is in equilibrium with the shear stress: 

Övx &y dT 
Txy = -1-L Öy = dT dx' 

where 1-L is the dynamic viscosity and 1 is the surface tension. If we want 
to apply this equation to our setup we have to substitute the distance d 
between the wire and each of the sidewalls for the relevant length scale. 
This gives us 

Vm r.D.Tm 
1-L-;[ = d 

where r = ~ and Vm is the velocity of the liquid at the surface. For the 
timescale Tm we can use ..s!:.... which gives 

Vm 

1-Ld 
Tm= r.D.Tm. 

This timescaleis an indication of the time it takes for a hot packet of fluid 
that arrives at the surface to be disrupted to the sidewalls. This disruption 
is called Marangoni disruption. Marangoni disruption will be faster for 
stronger temperature gradients. 
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2.2.3 Instability 

Buoyancy and Marangoni convection act tagether in the heated wire system. 
An important parameter in determining the relative strength of buoyancy 
and Marangoni convection is the wire depth h. This importance follows 
directly from its influence on the temperature differences ~Tb and ~Tm. 
For a large wire depth the rising fl.uid that reaches the surface will already 
be caoled down considerably by thermal diffusivity. In this case ~Tb will 
be large and buoyancy convection will be dominant. On the other hand, for 
a small wire depth, the fl.uid that reaches the surface will still be hot. Now 
we have a large ~Tm which causes Marangoni convection to be stronger. 

The timescales 7b for buoyancy convection and Tm for Marangoni convec
tion introduced previously can be used to qualitatively describe the mecha
nism of instability in the heated wire system. The time it takes for a fl.uid 
packet to rise to the surface is indicated by 'Tb· The transportation of this 
fl.uid packet to the siclewall takes place on a timescale Tm. If 7b « Tm fl.uid 
rises quickly to the surface and is transported to the sidewalls slowly. In 
this case we have stabie convective motion consisting of two convection rolls 
alongside the wire. We already saw this in Figure 2.2. 

The mechanism that causes oscillatory motion is depicted in Figure 2.6. 
If Tb » Tm fl.uid slowly rises to the surface (a) and gets disrupted quickly 
(b). This disruption pulls the fl.uid around the wire upwards, resulting in 
a convective motion around the wire (c). With this convective motion heat 
from the wire is transported away. This causes the wire to be cooled down. 
Now buoyancy convection will be less effective, resulting in a brief stagnation 
of the flow (d). The stagnating fl.uid will be heated by the wire. This will 
eventually enable buoyancy driven convective motion to start all over again. 
This doses the cycle that gives rise to oscillatory motion. 

The critica! value of the driving power Q generally depends on the wire 
depth h. This is shown in Figure 2. 7. The critica! power for the emergence 
of waves has a minimum at a certain depth h* after which it rises again. We 
can qualitatively understand the decrease for h--+ h* through our timescales. 
By equating the timescales Tb and Tm and using Q as an estimate of the 
temperature differences ~n and ~Tm, we get h ("V Q-1 . 

Because adjacent positions along the wire will in general be in a different 
phase of oscillation, traveling waves will emerge. These waves favour a 
certain wave number and frequency, depending on several parameters in 
the system. The mechanism that underlies the selection of a certain wave 
number and frequency in our experiment is not clear yet. 

Due to symmetry left and right traveling waves are equally favoured. 
This results in the appearance of patches of alternately left and right trav
eling waves. In between these patches coherent structures called sourees 
and sinks will be formed. This is shown in Figure 2.8. The narnes souree 
and sink stem from the fact that they respectively emit or absorb traveling 
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Figure 2.6: Mechanism of instability in the heated wire system. 

Q 

h 

Figure 2.7: Phase diagram showing which values of the heating power Q an 
the wire depth h produce traveling waves. 
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Figure 2.8: Patches of left- and right-traveling waves separated by sourees 
and sinks that emerge on the free surface. 

waves. 

2.3 lmplementation 

Now that we have had a look at the principle of the heated wire experiment, 
we will have a look at the actual setup that was used to do our experiments 
(Van Boxmeer 1999, Westra 2001) . A side view and cross section of the 
setup are shown in Figure 2.9. The experimental setup consists of a long 
and narrow container with water cooled side walls. This container is partially 
filled with silicon oil. Just beneath the surface of the oil a metallic wire is 
stretched. This wireis heated by means of an electrical current. 

2.3.1 Container 

The container has inner dimensions of 2 m x 6 cm x 3 cm. This is a relatively 
large setup compared to others. These dimensions have been chosen to be 
able to accommodate very wide coherent structures. The sidewalls are made 
of brass. Inside the sidewalls copper tubes have been soldered, ensuring a 
good thermal contact. These copper tubes are used tofeed cooling water of 
21.0 ± 0.1 oe through each of the side walls in opposite directions. This is 
shown in Figure 2.10. A high thermal conductivity has been the main reason 
for choosing brass and copper. The variation of the temperature along the 
sidewalls is smaller than 0.1 oe. 

The container is mounted on a stabilised table which is depicted in Figure 
2.11. The table top rests on tyres and a thin film of oil which take care of 
suspension and damping of mechanica! disturbances on a long time scale. 
It is equivalent to the damped rnass-spring system shown in Figure 2.11(b). 
The horizontality is kept constant by monitoring the height of three vertices 
of the table top with gauges and inflating or deflating the tyres if necessary. 

The table top itself consists of a rectangular box filled with sand with 
a stone plate on top. The purpose of the sand is the absorption of high 
frequency mechanica! disturbances. 

We can check if there is a long time deviation of horizontality by use 
of a very accurate tilt sensor. This is an electronk device that can resolve 
angular changes smaller than 10-7 rad over 2 · 10-2 rad. See Figure 2.12 for 
a sketch of the principle of this device. The tilt sensor uses an electrolytic 
tilt transducer as the sensing element. This transducer is essentially an 
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(a) Side view. 
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(b) Cross section. 

Figure 2.9: Side view (a) and cross section {b) of the experimental setup. 
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Figure 2.10: The cooling circuit. Cooling water runs through the side walls 
in opposite directions. 
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Figure 2.11: Stabilised table setup (a) and schematic (b). 
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Figure 2.12: Principle of the tilt sensor used in our experiment. 
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R, R, 

v, 

R, 

Figure 2.13: Electrical circuit used in cantrolling the power dissipated by 
the wire. 

electronic spirit level ( electrolevel). It consistsof a fiuid-filled glass vial with 
three electrades mounted inside, in contact with the conductive fiuid. The 
transducer operates on the fundamental principle that a bubble, suspended 
in a liquid-filled case, is always bisected by the vertical gravity vector. As 
the transducer tilts, the vial moves around the bubble, alternately covering 
and uncovering the two excitation electrodes. 

When a constant AC voltage is applied across the two excitation elec
trodes, the AC output measured at the central piek-up electrode changes in 
linear proportion to the tilt angle. In other words, the transducer behaves as 
an AC variabie resistor (potentiometer). With suitable signal conditioning 
the transducer in the tilt sensor will achieve the aforementioned accuracy. 

2.3.2 Heated Wire 

The resistive wire is stretched beneath the surface of the oil at a depth of 
2.0 mm and has a thickness of 0.2 mm. Earlier measurements with our setup 
showed that at a depth of 2.0 mm the critica! power for pattem formation is 
at a minimum. The material of the wire is called Kanthal DSD and consists 
of 73.2% iron, 22% chrome and 4.8% aluminum. This choice of material 
is dictated by its small thermal expansion coefficient and small variation 
of resistance with temperature. The wire has a resistance of 50 nm-1. It 
is kept stretched close to its breaking limit by a spring at one end of the 
container. This way the sagging of the wireis only 0.1 mm. 

Heating of the wire takes place by means of an electrical current. For 
our experiment it is essential that the power dissipated by the wire is very 
constant. Therefore we have used the linear feedback loop shown in Figure 
2.13. The values of the resistors R1 , R2 and R3 used in our set up are 12.5 n, 
100 kn and 25 kn respectively. With the wire having a length of 2.0 m, the 
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value of Rwïre is 100ft The values of V1, V2 and V3 are measured by three 
ADC's (Analog to Digital Converter). The driving voltage is established by 
a programmabie power supply under control of a DAC (Digital to Analog 
Converter). The ADC's and the DAC are connected to a PC (Personal 
Computer) through an external bus. The feedback loop is implemented by 
a program running on that PC. From the measured values we can calculate 
the voltage and current through the wire independent of the value of Rwire 

in the following manner: 

Vwire 

lwire 

R2 + R3 (Vl - V2) 
R3 

V3 

R1 

From this we can get the power dissipation Q = Vwirelwire· The reasou 
to choose the circuit of Figure 2.13, in which we need three voltage mea
surements, is that the used ADC's all measure with respect to a common 
ground. With two AD C's we would have to rely on knowledge of the output 
voltage of the programmabie power supply. Now we are only dependent on 
the precise knowledge of the resistances R1, R2 and R3. 

We can repetitively make small corrections on the driving voltage pro
portional to the difference between the measured and the required power 
dissipation. This way the power dissipation can be controlled within 0.1% 
of the required power. 

2.3.3 Working Fluid 

The fluid we use in our experiment is a low viscosity, low surface tension 
silicon oil. The brand name of the oil is Tegiloxan 3 and is produced by 
Goldschmidt A.G. (Essen, Germany). At 21 oe it has viscosity V= 3.397. 
10-6 ms-2, density p = 892.4kgm-3 ' surface tension a= 18.3. 10-3 Jm-2 , 

with temperature coeffi.cient ~~ = -9.7·10-5 Nm-1K-1, and refractive index 
n = 1.395. The tendendes of the fluid parameters with temperature are such 
that they are constant to within 0.1 %, given our temperature controL 

One of the reasoos for our choice of working fluid is the fact that it 
hardly evaporates under our conditions. Evaporation is highly unfavourable 
in our experiment, since this could lead to thermal isolation of the wire. If 
the wire is thermally isolated it will eventually melt. 

Another reasou for choosing silicon oil is its low surface tension. Due 
to the low surface tension the oil tends to form a thin, smooth layer on the 
vertical walls. The wetted sidewalls guarantee a "soft" boundary condition. 
Another advantage of the low surface tension is the fact that no surface film 
is formed onthefree surface ofthe fluid. If one for instanee uses water, after 
an short period of time, a surface film is formed which completely changes 
the surface tension. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2.14: Principle (a) and setup (b) of the laser reileetion method. 

2.4 Laser Reftection Method 

To make quantitative measurements of the surface deformations we made 
use of a laser reileetion method which is shown schematically in Figure 2.14. 
A laser beam is reilected off the free surface of the oil. The deilection of 
the laser beam is recorded on a Position Sensing Device (PSD). This device 
generates electrical signals related to the position of the laser spot on its 
surface. Figure 2.15 shows the layout of our PSD. The material of the PSD 
surface is semi-conducting. When a laser beam hits the surface free electrans 
are generated. Because a bias voltage Vbias is applied to the surface, this will 
result in cathode and anode currents Ic,l, lc,2, Ia,l and Ia,2· These currents 
are processed by a PSD processing unit. This is an electrical circuit that 
transfarms the cathode and anode currents to voltages Vx and Vy which are 
directly proportional to the x- and y-positions of the laser spot on the PSD 
surface. The deviation from the response linearity of the PSD is less than 
0.1 %. 

Because the wave amplitudes in our experiment are typically very small 
the PSD voltage depends linearly on the slope of the iluid surface. It has 
been calculated that the minimally measurable wave amplitude is 0.01 J.Lm at 
a wavelength of 1 cm. In practice such an accuracy is not obtainable due to 
electrical noise and mechanica! vibrations. The smallest waves we observed 
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incident 
laserbeam 

Figure 2.15: Layout of a Position Sensing Device (PSD). 

in our experiment had an amplitude of 0.04 J.l.m 
To get information on the surface deformations over the whole surface 

the scanning device shown in Figure 2.14(b) is used. The laser and the 
PSD are mounted on a computer-controlled cart which travels over precision 
machine polished stainless steel rods at a typical velocity of 0.35 ms-1. By 
continuously scanning back and forth, we get information on the surface 
slope as a function of space and time. 

As a means of lowering the infi uence of the mechanica! vi brations ind uced 
by the scanning mechanism, it has been separated as much as possible from 
the container that holds the working fluid. The scanning mechanism is fixed 
to the ground, while the container is mounted on a stabilised table. 

However, there is a small problem with the scanning device moving over 
the steel rods. These rods are sagging under their own weight even though 
they are 4cm in diameter. The amount of sagging can be calculated with 
(Poly 1990) 

5 Ql3 

!max.= 384 EI' 

where Q is the load ( weight), l is the length, E is the elasticity constant 
and I = 1r61

4 
where d is the diameter of the rod. This is the maximal 

amount of sagging halfway the length of the rod. Putting in our values 
Q = 196N, l = 2.0m, E = 200 · 109 Nm-2 and d = 4.0 · 10-2 m gives the 
result f max. = 0.81 mm. With a distance of 50 cm between the scanning 
device and the fiuid surface, this leads to a significant displacement of the 
laser spot on the PSD when the scanning back and forth. This displacement 
is independent of the wave field that is being measured and hence we can 
correct our data for this effect. This will be addressed in the next section. 
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4'-- scan line 

Figure 2.16: Space time plot of the position of the scanning device. 

2.5 Data Processing 

2.5.1 Sampling 

The data produced by the PSD is sampled by a parallel sampling device 
(PARSAM) after being filtered at half the sampling frequency. The sampling 
frequencies we have used are500Hz and 1000Hz. The PARSAMis a device 
that consistsof a 12-bit ADC and two interleaved memories. When one of 
the memory blocks is full the PARS AM will start writing to the other one. 
In the mean time the full memory block can be read by a PC. This enables 
continuons sampling for arbitrary time spans. 

When we want to investigate the traveling waves on the fiuid surface we 
are interested in the surface amplitude A( x , t) . But since we are using a 
scanning device that is moving back and forth we do not have direct acces 
to data in this form. This is best illustrated with the space time plot of the 
position of the scanning device shown in Figure 2.16. To get the data in 
the desired form we use interpolation. For this method to work we need a 
suflident resolution in both the spatial and the temporal domain to avoid 
aliasing. For the temporal domain this is stated by Nyquist 's theorem: An 
analog signal wavefarm may be uniquely reconstructed, without error, from 
samples taken at equal time intervals. The sampling rate must be equal to, 
or greater than, twice the highest frequency component in the analog signal. 
This holds analogously for the spatial domain. What this comes down to 
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Figure 2.17: PARSAM data with markers. 

in our case is a trade-off on the sampling freq:uency !sample, the scanning 
velocity Vscan and the scan length L: 

/sample 

V scan 
V scan 

2L 

> 
2 

À 

> 2/, 

where À is the wavelength and f is the frequency of the traveling surface 
waves. It appears that the second condition is the most restrictive. Faith
ful temporal information can only be measured over relatively small scan 
lengths. The alternative is to increase the scan velocity, which is undesir
able as it induces mechanica! vibrations. 

From the PARSAM data we have to determine where the return points 
of the scanning cart are. To accomplish this we have put markers at the end 
points of the scanning range. These are small black plastic plates that are 
placed on top of the container. The data from the PARS AM will typically 
look like shown in Figure 2.17. When the laser spot isonone of the markers 
the output voltage of the PSD will be zero. In Figure 2.17 this shows up as 
a short interval of zero signal. The patches of data separated by the markers 
are alternately from left- and right-going scans. By folding the data and the 
use of interpolation we can get the data in the form we are interested in. 

2.5.2 Sagging Rod Correction 

As mentioned before, in our experiment we suffer from the sagging of the 
steel rods that are used to guide the scanning device. The effect of this is 
shown schematically in Figure 2.18. For clarity, the sagging of the rods is 
greatly exaggerated here. The effect of the sagging of the steels rods is a 
systematic shift in the position of the laser spot on the PSD as a function of 
the position of the scanning cart. This will result in a signal that typically 
looks like the one shown in Figure 2.19. Since we are measuring surface 
slope, the effect of the sagging is a mean displacement of the laser spot 
that depends linearly on x. Although the effect of this will be removed in 
subsequent Fourier transforms, it is desirabie to remave this pedestal from 
the signal. 
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liquid surface 

Figure 2.18: The effect of the sagging steel rods on the PSD data (not to 
scale). 

Figure 2.19: The measured PSD signal showing the effect of the sagging 
steel rods. 
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We can make a correction for the effect of the sagging of the steel rods 
by subtracting the time averaged signal as a function of position from the 
actual signal. This way we are left with a signal that only depends on the 
slope of the liquid surface and nat on the position of the scanning device. 

The subtraction of the time averaged signal has some added advantages. 
Noise caused by secondary reflections in the setup will be removed. For 
instance, when there is a dust partiele on the bottam of the container this 
can cause a nasty spike in the signal. This spike will always be at the same 
position in the scanning range and thus show up in the time averaged signal. 

Also, through the dependenee of the signal on x, we now know the abso
lute direction of a scan line in our data. From the idealised signal in Figure 
2.17 this information cannot be obtained. Now that the signalis shifted as 
a function of position we do have this information. If the averaged data has 
an upward trend, we are scanning to the right and vice versa. Obviously, 
this depends on the orientation of the PSD. 

Rowever, a disadvantage of the rod bending correction is that the laser 
spot scans a relatively large area of the detector, which makes it hard to 
block unwanted secondary reflections. 

2.5.3 Rilhert Transformation 

In the heated wire experiment we are primarily interested in the modulations 
of the wave field A(x, t). Examples of these modulations are the aforemen
tioned coherent structures called sourees and sinks. The data that we have 
consists of the surface elevation as a function of time and position. 

Modulations of the wave field can be analysed best using the complex 
amplitude. This can be calculated from the actual wave field and contains 
information on the local wave amplitude and wave phase. To calculate the 
complex amplitude from our data we made use of a procedure called Rilhert 
transformation (Raykin 2001) on each scan line. 

To be specific, consider the signal h(x) with Fourier transfarm H(k). 
This is the surface elevation as a function of position. The Rilhert transfarm 
of h(x), which will be denoted by h(x), is defined by 

h(x) = 2:_ 1oo h(x') dx'. 
1r _ 00 x- x' 

The inverse Rilhert transform, by means of which the original signal h(x) is 
recovered, is defined by 

h(x) = _2:_ 1oo h(x'),dx'. 
7r -00 x- x 

The functions h(x) and h(x) are said to constitute a Hilbert transfarm pair. 
We note from the definition of the Rilhert transfarm that h(x) may be 

interpreted as the convolution of h(x) with the function 1r
1x. The convolution 
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of two functions in the spatial domain is transformed into the multiplication 
of their Fourier transfarms in the wave number domain. Fourier transfor
mation of the function 1x gives 

~;:::: -isgn(k), 
1l"X 

where sgn(k) is the signum function defined as 

{ 

-1 
sgn(k) = o: 

+1, 

k<O 
k=O 
k > 0. 

It follows therefore that the Fourier transfarm Îl(k) of h(x) is given by 

Îl(k) = -isgn(k) H(k). 

To get information on the amplitude, phase and local wave number of 
the surface elevation h(x), we have to look at its pre-envelope or analytic 
signal. The pre-envelope of the signal h(x) is defined by 

A i ~00 h(x') h+(x) = h(x) + ih(x) = h(x) +- --,dx', 
7r _

00 
X- X 

where h(x) is the Hilbert transfarm of h(x). 
One of the important features of the pre-envelope h+ (x) is the behaviour 

of its Fourier transform. Let H+(k) denote the Fourier transfarm of h+(x). 
Then we may write 

H+(k) = H(k) + sgn(k) H(k), 

from which we readily find that 

{ 

2H(k), 
H+(k) = H(O), 

0, 

k>O 
k=O 
k < 0. 

This means that we can find the pre-envelope by Fourier transforming the 
signal h(x), throwing away the negative wave number part of the Fourier 
transfarm H(k) and inverse Fourier transforming the result. 

The pre-envelope is in general a complex valued function and hence, 
without loss of generality, we can write 

where A(x) is the local wave amplitude and cp(x) the local wave phase. The 
local wave number q(x) can be calculated with 

q(x) = dcp(x). 
dx 
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Figure 2.20: The local amplitude A(x) of an amplitude modulated wave 
h(x). 

As an illustration of the result of Hilbert transformation, in Figure 2.20 
a wave h(x) with a modulated amplitude is shown together with the local 
wave amplitude A(x). In Figure 2.21 a wave number modulated wave h(x) 
is plotted together with the local wave number q(x) . 

To increase the signal to noise ratio we band filtered our data around 
the critica! wave number kc instead of taking the whole positive frequency 
part of the Fourier transfarm as shown in Figure 2.22. 

2.6 Local Perturbation 

In this research project we have focussed on the fate of local perturbations of 
an otherwise perfectly homogeneaus wave field. More details on the theory 
involved in descrihing the results will he given in chapter 3. For this kind 
of experiment it is essential that the existing wave field is unaffected by the 
heat injection apparatus prior to the injection. This way we can he sure 
that the observed phenomena are only the result of the actual injection of 
extra heat and not caused by mechanica! disturbance of the wave field. 

For the local injection of heat we used a 100 n resistor that was heated 
by means of an electrical voltage pulse with variabie duration and strength. 
But where should the resistor he placed in the container to get the best 
results? Several ways of suspending the resistor in the container have been 
attempted. Two of them are shown in Figure 2.23. The solution shown 
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Figure 2.21: The local wave number q(x) of a wave number modulated wave 
h(x) . 

Figure 2.22: Our data is band filtered around the critical wave number. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.23: Two possible setups for disturbing the wave field by use of a 
resistor. 

in Figure 2.23(b) turned out to be most satisfactory for our purpose. In 
chapter 4 we will have a detailed look at the results. 
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Chapter 3 

Theory 

In this chapter we will have a look at the theory that was used to describe 
the phenomena observed in the heated wire experiment. Our analysis will 
be done in the context of the so-called Complex Ginzburg-Landau equation 
(Van Saarloos 1995, Van Hecke 1996). Several very interesting nontrivial 
solutions of this equation have been found. This is what mainly inspired the 
building of the heated wire experiment. We wanted to see if the predictions 
that were made, could be observed in a real physical system. This is in con
trast with normal practice, where one tries to find a theoretica! explanation 
for experimental observations. 

We will start with introducing concepts that are common to all pattem 
forming systems, before arriving at the predictions that we tried to observe 
in our experiment. 

3.1 Pattern Forming Systems 

The theoretica! analysis of dynamica! systems normally starts with the equa
tions of motion of the underlying physical system. In the case of pattem 
forming systems these equations are in general a deterministic set of nonlin
ear partial differential equations for the quantity U: 

ÖtU(x, t) = G[U, äxU, ... ; R], 

where G is a nonlinear function of U and its derivatives and of R, which 
is a control parameter. The inclusion of the control parameter R renders 
the possibility of finding various qualitatively different solutions. As an 
example, the class of equations called the reaction-diffusion equations could 
be mentioned. These equations are of the form 

which for f = 0 is the diffusion equation. In the case of a nonlinear f the 
behaviour of this system can become highly complex. 
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lt is in general very difficult to analytically solve nonlinear partial dif
ferential equations. Therefore we can only aim at descrihing their solutions 
qualitatively or perturbatively. 

In the heated wire experiment the driving parameter Q is a convenient 
choice of control parameter. We observed that the formation of patterns will 
only occur when the driving power Q is greater thansome critica! value Qc. 
This behaviour is common for pattem forming systems. Patterns typically 
emerge once the control parameter exceeds a certain critica! value. Another 
common property of pattem forming systems is the continuous growth of 
amplitude once the control parameter is increased beyond its critica! value. 
This is also true in the case of the heated wire experiment. 

Patterns are described by a weakly nonlinear theory. In order to derive 
the equations, it is necessary to descri he the linear instability ( the onset of 
traveling waves) using the Navier-Stokes equation and boundary conditions. 
Next, the dynamics ofperturbations ofthe linear state is described by includ
ing weak nonlinearities. This results in the amplitude equations. Clearly, 
the derivation of the amplitude equation from the N avier-Stokes equation 
demands a complete understanding of the fluid dynamics of our experiments, 
whereas only a qualitative picture was sketched. Luckily enough, the form 
of these amplitude equations is generic, and set by the symmetries of the 
experiment and the nature of the first instability. For instance, systems 
that produce stationary patterns are described by qualitatively different 
amplitude equations than systems in which the patterns are explicitly time 
dependent. 

So the intricate details of the physical mechanism are not important for 
the perturbative description of a system by means of amplitude equations. 
The question that now rises, is how these details are reflected in the ampli
tude equations. The answer is that the physical details only determine the 
values ofthe coefficients that enter the amplitude equation (Chaté 1994, Van 
Hecke 1998, Van Hecke et al. 1999, Van Hecke and Howard 2001). This 
makes the use of amplitude equations generic. It is in general not an easy 
task to determine the values of these non-universa! coefficients (see e.g. 
Croquette and Williams 1994). 

In the following sections a sketch of the derivation of amplitude equations 
will he given. A more thorough description can he found in for instanee Van 
Hecke (1996). 

3.2 Linear Analysis 

The linear analysis of a dynamica! system consists of the investigation of 
the fate of basic modes of the linearised equations of motion. For simplicity 
we will first have a look at systems that produce time independent patterns. 
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For this kind of system the basic modes can he written in the form 

U(x, t) ,......, est+iqx +e.c., (3.1) 

where U is the order parameter. In other words, U is the quantity descrihing 
the physical field of interest. The real quantity s is the growth rate with 
which modes with wave number q grow. The term e.c. denotes the complex 
conjugate. It has to he present since we are consiclering real modes. In the 
case of time independent pattems s will he real valued. This will result in 
the exponential growth in time of the spatial pattem eiqx. Obviously, this 
growth can not go on forever. Bear in mind that we are only consiclering 
the linear behaviour of a pattem forming system. Nonlinear effects will 
eventually take care of saturation. 

The substitution of ansatz 3.1 into the linearised equations of motion, 
gives us the growth rate s as a function of the wave number q. The relation 
s ( q) is an example of a dispersion relation. In the linearised equation of 
motion the control parameter R will still he present. So the dispersion 
relation s(q) will depend on R. For pattem forming systems it is common 
that the formation of pattems will only occur for values of R above a certain 
threshold value Re. For our analysis it is therefore convenient to define a 
reduced control parameter 

R-Rc 
E:=---

Rc 
This way we have a control parameter that is relative to the threshold of 
pattern formation, facilitating the comparison between different systems. 

The dispersion relation s(q) is plotted in Figure 3.1 for three different 
values of ê. This behaviour is generaL We see that for values c below 
zero, i.e. when the control parameter R is smaller than its critica! value 
Re, there are no unstable wave numbers. At the onset of pattem formation 
there will only he a single unstable wave number qc. The mode with critica! 
wave number qc will always he the most unstable. Further increasing c 
beyond zero will result in a band of wave number values around qc to become 
unstable. 

As mentioned before we have very little knowledge on the equations of 
motion that underlie the formation of pattems in the heated wire experi
ment. This is the case for many pattem forming systems. However, we can 
try to construct a model equation that is simple enough to make it ana
lytically traetabie yet possesses the same richness in solutions as the actual 
equations of motion. We will first try to construct a model equation for 
the case of a system that produces stationary pattems. Further down the 
road the insights it will give us will he extended to time dependent pattem 
forming systems. 

The first condition we put on our model equation is the quadratic depen
denee of the growth rate s on the wave number q. Furthermore we want to 
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Figure 3.1: The behaviour of the dispersion relation s(q) for three different 
values of the control parameter E:. 

have left-right symmetry and translational symmetry. The simplest equation 
obeying these conditions is the so-called Swift-Hohenberg equation: 

(3.2) 

The time dependenee of this equation takes care of the initia! growth of 
pattems. After saturation by nonlinear effects the basic pattem will be 
essentially time independent. The term u3 is the lowest order nonlinear 
term possessing translational symmetry. 

By substitution of ansatz 3.1 into the Swift-Hohenberg equation 3.2 it is 
easy to show that it produces the desired behaviour of s(q): 

The extremum of s(q) in the vicinity of q = qc is indeed of quadratic nature. 
The nonlinear term u3 can be neglected in the derivation of s(q), since we are 
looking at essentially infinitesimal amplitudes at onset of pattem formation. 

lt has to be noted that u= 0 is always a solution to the Swift-Hohenberg 
equation. But this solution will become unstable for E: > 0 and a pattem 
with wave numbers in a band around qc will emerge. This type of transition, 
where the behaviour of the solutions to the equation of motion changes 
qualitatively, is called a bifurcation. 
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0 E 

Figure 3.2: Bifurcation diagram showing the amplitude of the solution to 
the Swift-Ho henberg equation as a function of the control parameter E. 

3.3 Bifurcations 

In our linear analysis we have seen that the most unstable wave number 
was qc by definition. So if we want to find possible solutions to the Swift
Hohenberg equation, the best starting point would be to choose an equation 
of the form 

u(x, t) ,...., cos(qcx) + h.h. (3.3) 

Due to the preserree of a nonlinear term in the Swift-Hohenberg equation, 
it will be impossible to find solutions that can be written down in a closed 
analytic form. This is why we have to include the term h.h., which denotes 
higher harmonies. It can be shown by substitution of ansatz 3.3 in the 
Swift-Hohenberg equation 3.2 that we can find solutions of the form 

u(x, t),...., .ficos(qcx + cp) + O(E). (3.4) 

Here cp is an arbitrary phase factor that arises from the translational invari
ance of the Swift-Hohenberg equation. 

Combining this result with the previously found u = 0 result for E < 0, 
the amplitude of the solution to the Swift-Hohenberg equation as a function 
of E looks like shown in Figure 3.2. Here the solid line corresponds to 
the amplitude of the stabie solution to the Swift-Hohenberg equation. The 
unstable u = 0 solution for E > 0 is denoted by the dotted line. The 
actual growth of amplitude is triggered by small disturbances, which are 
present in any real physical system. The bifurcation diagram in Figure 3.2 
is called a supercritical pitchlork bifurcation. The term supercritical is given 
to systems for which the amplitude is infinitesimal for infinitesimal values 
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Figure 3.3: Subcritical pitchfork bifurcation diagram. 

of E. The bifurcation of systems that produce stationary patterns is called 
a pitchfork bifurcation. 

Supercritical pitchfork bifurcations are not restricted to the Swift-Hohenberg 
equation. This behaviour is in fact very generic, i.e. there are a lot of systems 
that behave like this. The Swift-Hohenberg equation is merely an equation 
that shows the desired behaviour and is at the same time very traetabie to 
theoretica! analysis. 

Besides supercriticality, another possibility is subcriticality. In Figure 
3.3 a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation is shown. When a system displays 
a subcritical bifurcation, the amplitude will jump to a finite value when 
the control parameter E is increased beyond zero. When E is subsequently 
lowered, the system will follow the stabie branch denoted by the solid line. 
Eventually we will reach some given value E1 at which the amplitude will 
fall back to zero. So a system displaying a subcritical bifurcation behaves 
hysteretic. 

Fora system showinga subcritical bifurcation it is in general impossible 
to make an expansion for small E and u, making matters much more complex 
as opposed to the supercritical case. In the heated wire experiment it can 
be shown that the bifurcation is of supercritical nature. 

The bifurcation diagrams drawn in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 both belong to 
systems that produce time independent patterns. This is denoted by the 
term pitchfork bifurcation. When a system produces explicitly time depen
dent patterns, the bifurcation is called an oscillatory bifurcation or a Hopf 
bifurcation. This is clearly the case in the heated wire experiment, where we 
have a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. In the case of an oscillatory system 
the basic mode for conducting linear analysis will be of the form ei(qx-wt). 
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3.4 Amplitude Equations 

One of the characteristic features of pattem forming systems is the separa
tion of length and time scales that takes place near the bifurcation to the 
pattem forming state. In the case of the Swift-Hohenberg equation there is 
a critica! wave number value qc that turns unstable. When going beyond 
c = 0, a band of wave numbers around qc will become unstable. This will 
result in the separation of small length scales of the order q~ 1 and langer 
length scales of the order lq- qcl-1 . 

In the heated wire experiment and other systems showing a supercritical 
Hopf bifurcation the basic pattem will he of the form ei(qcx-wct) . Besides 
the separation of length scales there will also he a additional separation 
between short time scales of the order w~1 and long time scales of the order 
Iw- Wei-l· 

Amplitude equations describe the modulations of the basic pattem on 
long length (X) and time (T) scales. In the case of a stationary supercritical 
bifurcation we are looking for solutions of the form 

u(x, t) = A(X, T)eiqcx + A*(X, T)e-iqcx. 

Now our goal is to fi.nd an equation that describes the dynamica! behaviour 
of the complex function A(X, T). Such an equation is called an amplitude 
equation. Note that regardless of the stationarity of the basic pattem, the 
modulations described by the amplitude equation will he time dependent. 
The result for the Swift-Hohenberg equation is called the real Ginzburg
Landau equation (RGLE) (Van Hecke 1996): 

(3.5) 

The RGLE possesses the same genericnature as the Swift-Hohenberg equa
tion. There are only a few requirements a system has to meet for being able 
to utilise the amplitude equation 3.5. First of all the bifurcation has to he of 
stationary supercritical nature. Furthermore reileetion symmetry (x--+ -x) 
is required. This symmetry dictates the occurrence of öiA as the lowest 
order spatial derivative. The cubic term arises naturally as the lowest order 
nonlinear term because of translational symmetry. This corresponds to the 
RGLE being invariant upon multiplying A with an arbitrary phase factor 
è/J. 

The values of the coefficients ro, Ço and go that enter the RGLE are de
termined by the full equations descrihing the physical problem under study. 
This is in fact the only way by which the details of the system under con
sideration show up in the amplitude description. In the derivation of the 
RGLE (3.5) from the Swift-Hohenberg equation (3.2) the following identities 
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naturally arise: 
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These identities can be used to make the link between the RGLE and the 
physical system that is the subject of investigation. 

Now we will return to the case of a system with a supercritical Hopf bi
furcation, like the heated wire experiment. Here we are looking for solutions 
of the form 

u(x, t) = A(X, T)ei(qc X-Wct) + A*(X, T)e-i(QcX-Wct). 

One can derive an amplitude equation for this case in a manner that is 
analogous to the derivation of the RGLE. The result is called the complex 
Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGLE): 

To(8tA + so8xA) =cA+ Ç5{1 + ic1)o;A- go{l- ic3)IAI 2 A. {3.6) 

We will delve deeper into the details of this equation in the following section. 

3.5 Complex Ginzburg-Landau Equation 

In order to make the CGLE (equation 3.6) more suitable for a theoretica! 
analysis a few simplifications are appropriate. The term with the group 
velocity s0 can be eliminated by a Galilean transformation, i.e. rewriting the 
equation in a uniformly moving reference frame. By appropriate rescaling 
of space, time and amplitude, we can put the coefficients Ç0 , To and go to 
unity. Now we end up with 

{3.7) 

Bear in mind that in order to make the conneetion with real experiments we 
have to make use of the dimensionfull equation {3.6) . The predictions based 
on the dimensionless equation are easily translated to the dimensionfull case. 

How can we understand that the amplitude equation for traveling wave 
systems has complex coefficients? This can be clarified by substitution of 
the ansatz 

A( x , t) = Aoei(qx-wt) {3.8) 

into the dimensionless CGLE (equation 3.7) . Here it has to be stressed that q 
is not the wave number of the traveling waves. Instead, since we are looking 
at the complex amplitude and not the wave field itself, q is the deviation 
from the basic wave number qc. The actual waves will have wave number 
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qc + q and q willlie in the band of unstable modes for which -d < q < d. 
In the temporal domain we have a similar thing. The actual frequency of 
the traveling waves is Wc + w with w in the band of unstable frequencies for 
which -ê < w < ê. 

From the substitution of the ansatz 3.8 into the dimensionless CGLE 
( equation 3. 7) we get 

(3.9) 

What do these results teil us? The first equation is a dispersion relation for 
the frequency w. So the coefficient c1 determines the linear dispersion of the 
frequency on the wave number and c3 determines the nonlinear dispersion 
of the frequency on the amplitude. The secoud equation follows from the 
supercriticality of the bifurcation. This results in the amplitude of waves 
with the critica! wave number qc to scale with ê like Ao ,....., d. 

Depending on the values of the parameters Cl and c3 there can be various 
types of qualitatively different solutions to the CGLE. When c1c3 < 1, one 
finds that the dynamics of the CGLE is governed by well defined regular 
solutions consisting of uniform plane wave states, which may occasionally 
be marred by localised structures. Above the line c1 c3 = 1 the plane wave 
state becomes unstable. Our experiments are located in the parameter plane 
C1C3 < 1. 

3.6 Structures 

In chapter 2 we mentioned that in the heated wire experiment we observe 
patches of alternately left- and right traveling waves separated by sourees 
and sinks. This means that in a patch of left-traveling waves the mode of 
right-traveling waves is suppressed and vice versa. The analysis of these 
kinds of solutions can be facilitated by rewriting the CGLE ( equation 3. 7) 
into two coupled differential equations, one for each propagation direction. 
For the weakly nonlinear patterns we can write 

u(x, t) = ARei(QcX-Wct) + ALei(qcx+wct) +e.c., 

where AR and AL are the complex-valued amplitudes of the right- and left
traveling waves. The dynamics of AR and AL can be described by the 
coupled complex Ginzburg-Landau equations 

OtAR + so&xAR = .sAR+ (1 + iq)&~AR 
-9o(1- ic3)IARI 2 AR- 92(1- ic2)IALI2 AR 

&tAL + so&xAL = êAL + (1 + ic1)8~AL 

-9o(1- ic3)IALI2 AL- 92(1- ic2)IARI2 AL, 
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Figure 3.4: Definition of sources, sinks and holes, based on the direction of 
the total group velocity. The amplitude of the left (right) traveling waves 
is indicated by a thick (thin) curve. The linear group velocity and the total 
group velocity are denoted by so and s respectively. 

where 92 denotes the mutual suppression of counterpropagating modes and 
c2 the dispersive effect of one mode on the other. 

Besides the souree and sink solutions, equation 3. 7 shows another solu
tion called a hole. A hole is a localised structure that comes with a depression 
ofthe amplitude. Such a structure can bedescribed by the ansatz A(x-vt), 
where v is the velocity of the structure. Miraculously, a particular kind of 
hole has been found as an analytic solution of the CGLE by Nozaki and 
Bekki (1984). 

In Figure 3.4 source, sink and hole solutions are shown schematically. 
These solutions will only occur when the mutual suppression of counterprop
agating modes 92 is large enough. The definition of sources, sinks and holes 
is basedon the direction of the total group velocity s. Since we have waves 
with a finite amplitude, the nonlinear group velocity will have a nonzero 
value. Because of this it is possible that the linear group velocity and the 
total group velocity have opposite directions. This is why there are two 
different types of sources, sinks and holes. 
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In an experiment it is much easier to determine the direction of the 
phase velocity than the direction of the group velocity. In the heated wire 
experiment it has been shown that the total group velocity and the phase 
velocity always have the same direction (Alvarez et al. 1997, Westra 2001). 
This makes the identification of structures easy. We only have to look at 
the relative phase velocity between either side of the structure. 

In the following sections we will try to derive relations that enable us to 
confront the theory with the experiment. This will involve the measurement 
of the charaderistic time To, the correlation length ~0 , the linear group 
velocity so and the linear dispersion coefficient c1. After that we will present 
recent predictions for holes. 

The study of local structures, such as sources, holes and others, provide 
a promising route to campare theory and experiment (Van Hecke 2003). 
Their nontrivial behaviour aften depends only on a subset of the coefficients 
(Van Saarloos and Hohenberg 1992) and is relatively easy to characterise 
experimentally (Vince and Dubais 1992, Vince and Dubais 1997). 

3. 7 Time Sc ale 

When the driving power Q is quenched from a value near the critica! value 
Qc to a value further above Qc, waves with critica! wave number qc and 
critica! frequency Wc will start to grow exponentially with some growth rate 
s which depends on the control parameter é: 

This behaviour is also predicted by the CGLE. If we consider the absolute 
value of the wave amplitude we can use the simplified equation 

(3.11) 

where all spatial dependenee has canceled out, since we are only interested 
in the temporal growth of amplitude. Initially the wave amplitude will be 
very small. Therefore the first term on the right hand side will dominate 
over the second. This allows for solutions of the form 

t 
A(t) = Aoe"T. (3.12) 

When the amplitude gets larger the nonlinear term will become more and 
more important. This will eventually cause the saturation of the amplitude. 
When ansatz 3.12 is substituted into the linearised version of equation 3.11 
we get 

TQ 
T=-. 

é 
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So if the driving power is quenched to some value Q, we should see the 
following behaviour: 

lnA = t- to (3.13) 
T 

From this we can determine the time constant T belonging to the driving 
power Q. If we do this for several values of Q, we get 

roQc 
T = Q _ Qc, (3.14) 

giving us a means of determining the constauts To and Qc. The value of Qc 
that we get in this manner should be consistent with the value that can be 
obtained from a measurement of A versus Q, which gives A 2 '""Q- Qc 

3.8 Correlation Length 

As a way of determining the correlation length Ço we can make use of a wave 
field in which the amplitude and wave number show modulations. These 
modulations are in principle correlated. This means that in a scatter plot of 
amplitude versus wave number, all points should lie on a single curve. The 
functional form of this relation follows from equation 3.9 in physical units: 

IAI2 = 1- e5 (q- qc)2, 
E: 

(3.15) 

where the amplitude has been normalised so that lAl = 1 corresponds to 
waves with the critica! wave number qc. This gives us a way of determining 
the correlation length Ço 

3.9 Fronts 

Another well-known coherent structure of the CGLE is a front (Cross and 
Hohenberg 1993). A front is the line separating the A = 0 state from a 
region with saturated waves. Because the A = 0 state is unstable, the front 
spreads into the A = 0 state. In genera!, when in an experiment the control 
parameter E: is quenched from E: = 0 to a finite value, waves will start to fill 
the flat surface. This can occur as fronts, but also through the growth of 
waves from noise. 

Fronts are solutions ofthe linearised CGLE; their velocity is proportional 
to d. As the growth velocity of bulk modes is proportional to ~::, the chances 
of finding fronts are largest at small E:. It can be derived that the front 
velocity (with respect to group velocity) is (Van Hecke et al. 1999) 

v* = 
2
Ç0 Vd1 + q) = dv~. 

ro 

Therefore, knowledge of v* in an experiment gives information about q. 
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3.10 Sourees 

The souree solution of the coupled complex Ginzburg-Landau equations can 
show complicated behaviour. Here we will use the dimensionfull equations. 
For 

So > _ soro 
ê>êc I"Vêca- 4Ç5(1+c~) 

sourees have a well defined shape, while for ê < ê~0 sourees will start to fluc
tuate (Van Hecke et al. 1999, Coullet et al. 1993). This can be understood 
as follows. The souree solution consists of front solutions for AL and AR. 
This can be seen in Figure 3.4. A front solution connects a zero amplitude 
region to a finite amplitude region. Consider the dynamics of a single front. 
The propagation direction of this front is determined by the competition be
tween the group velocity s and the propagation of the front into the A = 0 
state v* 

In the laboratory reference frame fronts will propagate with velocity v* ± 
s. Since a souree consistsof a pair of front solutions of the amplitudes of the 
left-and right-traveling waves, it is clear that these fronts will move together 
for ê > êca and move apart for ê < êca· The quantity êca corresponds to the 
transition from the convective to the absolute instability of the A = 0 state 
described by Coullet et al. (1993) and Couairon and Chomaz (1997). 

When the fronts on both sides ofthe souree move apart, the center region 
with amplitude close to zero will start to widen. When this region becomes 
too wide, instahilities will start to grow. This will lead to a fluctuating 
souree and the emission of holes. 

It was shown by Van Hecke et al. (1999) that for a fluctuating souree 
with ê < ê~0 the average width w scales with ê like 

3.11 Holes and Defects 

Coherent structures that come with a localised depression of the wave am
plitude are a ubiquitous phenomenon seen in our experiments. These co
herent structures evolve in a characteristic way during their lifetime. Most 
structures which are seen, evolve into a phase slip and decay afterwards; 
sametimes a decay without phase slip is observed. 

In a strict sense, none of the structures observed in our experiment are 
coherent, as all structures decay, although some may live up to on hour. 
Strictly coherent structures are propagating solutions of the form 

A(x, t) = e-iwtJ(x- vt). 

Substitution of this ansatz into the CGLE leads to ordinary differential 
equations that have plane waves as fixed points. A hole then is an orbit 
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r defects 

decay 

Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the phase space of the CGLE in the 
vicinity of the homoclinic hole solution. 

between the plane wave state at its left to the one at its right. lf these two 
plane wave states have the samewave number, the orbit is homoclinic and 
is called a homoclon. A homodon is uniquely determined by its constant 
propagation velocity, and homodons are therefore expected to come in a 
discrete set. A homoclinic hole salution is generically unstable, and only 
conditions which are exactly right produce a coherent hole that lives forever. 

As holes are unique and have one unstable mode only, there is a one 
parameter set of initia! conditions that determine if a hole evolves into a 
defect, stays alive or just dies. The situation is sketched in Figure 3.5. 
The one-parameter family of initia! conditions lives on the one-dimensional 
manifold r. lf the initia! condition is set to I*' the hole willlive forever, if 
1 > 1* the hole will evolve to a defect, and if 1 < 1* the hole will decay. 
Since the dynamics close to W5 is set by the unstable eigenvalue, the lifetime 
of a hole should depend on 1 as 

1 
T = - Àu ln 11 -I* I + To, (3.16) 

where To is the time that an initia! condition dwells on the stabie manifold 
and Àu the eigenvalue of the unstable manifold. 

Since the hole structure is unique, all holes will after a brief transient pe
riod either evolve into a defect or decayin a unique manner. Summarising, 
the theory of Van Hecke (1998) prediets a unique coherent hole solution. 
The incoherent holes that are observed in the experiment may appear very 
different, with vastly different lifetimes, but they form a one parameter 
family, whether they grow out of an external perturbation, or from an in
trinsic instability. No matter their lifetime, they must all trace the same 
A(q) dependence, where A is the depthof the hole and q is the extrema! 
wave number. The ho moelons that are described above are distin ct from 
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the Nozaki-Bekki holes which conneet two plane waves with a different wave 
number. 

In Van Hecke and Howard (2001) holes were seeded in a numerical sim
ulation of the CGLE by setting 

where qex is the wave number where the unique hole salution lives (at the 
given parameters q and c3). The parameter 'Y gauges the strengthof the 
phase gradient of the perturbation. By letting 'Y run over the curve r in 
Figure 3.5, the fate of a hole could be decided. 

In our experiment, a much cruder perturbation in the form of a local 
heating was done. There are now two parameters: the power Pp across 
the heating resistor and its duration Tp. However, the theory prediets that 
there is a one-dimensional curve Tp(Pp) that corresponds toa curve on the 
high dimensional stabie manifold W 5

• The existence of such a curve was 
not tested by us, because of the huge experimental effort required. Instead , 
only Pp was changed in our experiments. Accordingly, the lifetime of a hole 
should depend on Pp as 

l
P-Pel T=-Àln Pc , (3.17) 

It has been shown by Van Hecke and Howard (2001) that fora hole that 
grows out to a defect the amplitude lAl should move linearly through zero 
at the defect, so 

lAl "'(td- t), 

where td denotes the time when the defect occurs. From this we can calculate 
the maximum phase gradient or wave number qm in the hole. Again this 
is not the wave number of the traveling waves, but the deviation from the 
critica! value qc. Note that A is a smooth function of x and t. If the real 
and imaginary part of A are called u and v respectively, we can write 

UOxV- VOxU 

qm = IAI2 

From this it is clear that the maximum phase gradient qm should behave as 

Although this behaviour is more or less trivial, it will be checked for exper
imental holes that evolve into defects. 
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Chapter 4 

Results 

In this chapter we present the results of our experiments. After a period of 
quite intensive experimentation the oil was significantly contaminated with 
dust. This resulted in nasty secondary reflections of the laser beam, causing 
spikes in the measured signal. That is why we decided that it was necessary 
to replace the oil and the wire. Because of this some but not all of the 
experiments were repeated. Although the technica! specifications of the two 
batches of oil were identical it turned out that the parameters of the CGLE 
had changed significantly. Where appropriate we will camment on these 
changes. 

A large part of the experiments were aimed at determining the coef
ficients that enter the CGLE. This is of importance to us, since different 
regions of the parameter space of the CGLE produce different types of be
haviour. After that we focussed on experiment al investigations concerning 
holes. 

4.1 Wave Amplitude 

According to equation 3.4 the wave amplitude lAl should scale with the 
1 

control parameter é like lAl ,...., c2. In terms of the power Q we can write 
IAI2 ,...., (Q- Qc)· In order to determine IAI2 for a particular Q, we first 
waited fora saturated uniformly traveling wave field at that power. From 
the data that we collected from scanning the surface we calculated the wave 
number spectrum. In Figure 4.1 an example of such a spectrum taken at 
Q = 3.20 W is shown. The energy contained in the peak around the critical 
wave number qc is proportional to the squared amplitude IAI2 • In Figure 4.2 
the results obtained by repeating this procedure for several driving power 
values are presented. These measurements were made befare the renewal 
of the oil and the wire. From the zero crossing we find the critical driving 
power Qc = 3.05 W. 
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Figure 4.1: Wave number spectrum of a measurement of a uniformly trav
eling wave field at Q = 3.20 W taken before the renewal of the oil and wire. 
The largest peak lies around the critica! wave number qc = 3.0 · 102 m-1 . 
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Figure 4.2: Squared amplitude IAI2 versus driving power Q. Here we used 
the energy contained in the peak around the critica! wave number qc of the 
wave number spectrum as a measure of IAI2 • 
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4.2 Time Scale 

In order to determine the time scale T for a particular value Q of the driving 
power we performed a power quench from a power value close to the critical 
value Qc to that value of Q. The start point has tobechosen slightly above 
Qc where a uniform plane wave state exists. Starting from Q < Qc results in 
a state that has many structures and defects, and whose local amplitude is 
difficult to characterise. In order to do this experiment properly we therefore 
have to know Qc, which is exactly the quantity that we want to get from 
the experiment. This calls for an iterative approach. 

Since we are interested in the temporal evolution of the wave amplitude 
we have to scan a region within a patch of uniformly traveling waves. To 
get a sufficient time resolution the spatial extent of the scan has to be taken 
small. 

In Figure 4.3 an example of the space-time plot of the wave amplitude lAl 
fora power quench from 3.20W to 3.60W is shown. This measurement was 
conducted befare the renewal of the oil and the wire. To get information on 
the time scale we looked at the growth of amplitude in time at the positions 
indicated by the black verticallines in Figure 4.3. As an example, in Figure 
4.4 the temporal growth of amplitude for the second line is shown on a 
semi-logarithmic scale. The predicted exponential growth is clearly visible. 
We can also clearly distinguish the saturation of the amplitude by nonlinear 
effects. From equation 3.13 it follows that the time constant T is the inverse 
of the slope of the exponentially growing part of the graph. Here we find 
the value T = 74.2 s. 

To determine the time constant T as a function of the driving power Q 
we used the average value of the four verticallines in Figure 4.3. Therefore 
the power quench experiment was conducted for several values of the driving 
power Q. In view of equation 3.14 it is convenient to present the results in 
a plot of T-1 versus Q. That way we should get a linear relation. From the 
slope and the abscissa the values of the critical driving power Qc and the 
time constant To can be obtained easily. In Figure 4.5 plots of T-1 versus 
Q measured befare and after the renewal of the oil and the wire are shown 
respectively. 

It can be concluded that the behaviour predicted by equation 3.14 is 
indeed observable. Now the values of Qc and To can be determined. For the 
old situation we get Qc = 3.07 W and To = 15.4 s. For the new situation we 
get Qc = 2.19 W and To = 25.0 s. In view of the identical specifications of 
the working fl.uid, this difference is surprising. However, the specifications 
only pertain to the viscosity and the density of the oil. For this experiment 
also (the temperature dependenee of) the surface tension matters, which 
was not specified. 

Now that we have determined the value of Qc for both the old and the 
new situation, we can use the reduced control parameter c to express the 
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Figure 4.3: Space-time plot (0.200 m by 768 s) of the wave amplitude lAl for 
a power quench from 3.20W to 3.60W. Light (dark) areas correspond toa 
large (small) wave amplitude. 
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Figure 4.4: Temporal evolution of the amplitude at the position indicated 
by the second vertical line in Figure 4.3. 

distance from onset. 

4.3 Correlation Length 

In a modulated single-wave domain the modulations of amplitude and wave 
number are correlated. This is expressed in equation 3.15. In Figure 4.6 we 
plotted the squared amplitude IAI2 versus the wave number q for modulated 
wave :fields measured befare and after the renewal of the oil and the wire. 

The quadratic behaviour of IAI 2 as a function of q is clearly recognisable. 
For both measurements we :find the correlation length Ço = 3.0 · 10-3 m. It 
is remarkable that Ço is so much smaller than the wavelength (>. ~ 1.6 cm). 
The physicallength scale of the CGLE is Ç0ê 112 ; we conclude that we only 
reach >. very close to threshold, ê = (Ço/ >.) 2 = 0.04. 

4.4 Fronts 

The observation of fronts provides extremely useful information about the 
coefficients of the CGLE. As was explained in section 3.9, the velocity of a 
front is given by 

Vf = so ± v*, with v* = 2
Ç0 Vê(l +cV. 

To 
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Figure 4.5: Plots of r- 1 versus Q measured before (a) and after (b) the 
renewal of the oil and the wire. 
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In our experiments, fronts emerge spontaneously if we set the power from 
a value < Qc to (1 + t:)Qc. Such a front can be recognised in Figure 4.7, 
where the edges of the front have been found by inspection. Schematically, 
the situation is shown in Figure 4.8. Here .ó.v = 4~d (1 + ei)~, while the 
group velocity is estimated by the median curve vg = v. For Figure 4.8(a) 
the instability is convective; perturbations are only moving to the right. 
The transition from convective to absolute instability is sketched in Figure 
4.8(b) . The corresponding value of the control parameter can be estimated 
with v2 

éca = 4(.6.v) 2 é, 

such that in Figure 4.8(b) , éca = é. 

In a measurement that we did before the renewal of the oil and wire 
at c = 0.200 we clearly saw the invasion of the lAl = 0 state by fronts 
traveling at a constant velocity. A space-time diagram of this measurement 
is shown in Figure 4. 7. The results that follow from this measurement are 
v* = 5.79. w-4 ms-1 ' Vg = 3.58. w-4 mÇ1 and éca = 0.077. According to 

1 
theory the front spreading velocity should scale with c like v* = t:2v0. Since 
we know v* and c we :find v0 = 1.29 · w-3 ms-1 . 

After the renewal of the oil and the wire, we made a whole series of 
front spreading velocity measurements for several é. The front veloeities 
were determined in the same manner as in the case before the renewal of 
the oil and the wire shown in Figure 4.7. In Figure 4.9 our results for 
the front spreading velocity v* and the group velocity s are shown. What 
immediately leaps to the eye is the fact that the front spreading velocity 

1 
v* is not proportional to t:2. If we irrespective of this identify the slope of 
this relation with the constant v0 we get v0 = 1.36 · w-3 ms-1. Another, 
more mundane, explanation of the observed é-dependence of v* would be 
a shift of Qc by a mere 4%. This is possible, as a few weeks separate the 
measurement of v* and Qc . 

Since we do not see the expected v* ,....., d behaviour, it is not quite 
clear how we should determine the value of éca· From the slope v0 we get 
éca = 0.035. However, if we take the value of é that corresponds to the 
point where v* and so are equal, we get éca = 0.14. We do not know if the 
observed variation of Vg with é is significant. For the total group velocity 
we expect 

e 
Vg = so + 2-%(cl + c3)(q- qc)· 

T 

As we have not observed a significant variation of q, we disregard the point 
at c = 0.2 and assume for the linear group velocity s0 = 2.54 · w-4 ms-1 . 

As was explained insection 3.10, éca ~ é~0 should hold. The value of 
c~0 can be determined by an investigation of sources. Below c~0 we would 
expect sourees to be fiuctuating; above c~0 sourees should be stable. This 
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Figure 4.7: Space-time plot (0.400m by 524s) of the wave amplitude for 
a wave field that is quenched from é = 0 to é = 0.200. The white lines 
show the veloeities Vg - v*, Vg and Vg + v* from left to right. Here we get 
v* = 5.79 · 10-4 ms-1 and vg = 3.58 ·10-4 ms-1. 
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Figure 4.8: Schematic situation of front edges. 

will be addressed in the following section. 

4.5 Sealing of Sourees 

As was shown by Van Hecke et al. (1999) and Pastur et al. (2003a) and as 
was discussed insection 3.10, the dynamica! behaviour of sourees changes 
dramatically at cca· For c < cca the width ofthe souree diverges as c-1 (while 

1 
the length scale ofthe CGLE diverges as C2) and sourees becomes unstable. 
The value ofthe control parameter c~0 where this occurs is somewhat smaller 
than cca , and in previous experiments found to be c~0 ~ 0.12. 

In order to find the relation between the souree width w and c, we did 
the following. First we turned on the power at a relatively high value of 
c = 0.200. Then we waited for a souree to emerge and stabilise. Now we 
lowered the power in small steps. Because the timescale di verges ( T = Toc-1) 

when going towards c = 0, the duration of the scans at lower power values 
had to be made larger for each step. 

As an example, in Figure 4.11 a space time plot of two sourees and a sink 
at c = 0.140 are shown. The souree width is calculated for each (horizontal) 
scan line and then averaged. 

The results for these sourees as a function of c are shown in Figure 
4.10. For small c we iudeed see the predicted behaviour w I"V c-1 . In this 
regime the sourees are unstable and show fluctuations (see also Pastur et al. 
2003b). For higher values the sourees have a constant width and shape. 
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Figure 4.9: The behaviour of the front spreading velocity v* (a) and the 
group velocity vg (b) as a function of ê. 
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Figure 4.10: Inverse average souree width as a function of €. The error bars 
denote the standard deviation. 
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The transition lies at approximately ê~0 ;::::J 0.14. As an illustration of the 
transition from stabie to fluctuating sources, in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 space
time plots of the wave amplitude for ê = 0.140 and ê = 0.130 are shown 
respectively. 

4.6 Discussion 

From experiments we have tried to find the parameters of the CGLE, which 
is thought to describe our system. The best accuracy could he reached for 
the time scale To and the critica! power Qc. The determination of the length 
scale Ç0 proved to he more difficult, as it depends on the availability of a 
weakly modulated wave field. 

The experiments on front dynamics were most problematic. For example, 
we failed to verify the well-documented (Fineberg and Steinberg 1987) d 
dependenee of the front velocity. There are several reasous for this. First, in 
our experiment the invasion of the unstable A = 0 state by fronts competes 
with the growth of bulk-instabilities. A better way to study fronts is the 
deliberate perturbation of the surface in a point that can serve as the nucleus 
of a front. Inspeetion of the wave field in the vicinity of a front teaches that 
the wave amplitude just behind the front has not yet saturated. This leads 
to an underestimate of the front velocity. Moreover, the question is whether 
the structures we observe can still he regarcled as fronts in the proper sense. 

1 
From the slope of the v*(ê2) curve in Figure 4.9(a), it follows that the 

convective to absolute transition lies at êca = 0.035, which is much smaller 
than the point in Figure 4.10 where the souree start to diverge as E-1. On 
the other hand, from Figure 4.9(a) it appears that v*(E) = Vg at E ~ 0.14, 
which is exactly the transition point in Figure 4.10. 

Clearly, creating fronts in a traveling wave experiment remains a chal
lenge. For studying fronts it would he desirabie to move to small E. However, 
while for standing wave experiments the waves become more stabie for small 
ê, they become less stabie for traveling waves. The reasou is the souree in
stability. It turns out that sourees are difficult to avoid in experiments. 

4. 7 Holes and Defects 

In order to test the predictions made in section 3.11 we tried to locally 
inject heat in several ways. Unless stated otherwise, the results on local 
heat injection that are presented here were obtained after the renewal of the 
oil and the wire. The most noteworthy methods will he addressed here. 
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Figure 4.11: Space time plot (1.000 m by 3670 s) of the wave amplitude for 
a scan at e; = 0.140. Here we see two stable sourees with asinkin between. 
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Figure 4.12: Space time plot (1.000 m by 3670 s) of the wave amplitude for 
a scan at E: = 0.130. Here we see two fiuctuating sourees with a sink in 
between. 
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4. 7.1 Disturbance from Side 

With the setup shown in Figure 2.23(a) wetried to inject heat from the side 
of the wire. It is indeed possible to make a substantial disturbance in this 
manner. See Figure 4.13 for an example of several disturbances produced 
by a voltage pulse of 10 V with a duration of 2.50 s over a 100 0 resistor 
hanging against the side wall at a depth of 3.0 mm. We see that despite the 
fact that all of these disturbances were made under identical conditions, the 
life time is not at all constant. This contradiets the predicted behaviour. 
We would expect to see hole like structures with identicallifetimes. Instead 
we see pairs of a souree and a sink with lifetimes ranging from 83.1 s to 
191.4 s. In order to elucidate this problem, a close investigation of the wave 
field near these disturbances is necessary. In Figure 4.14 this is clone for the 
shortest and the longest lived disturbance. It turns out that the life time of a 
disturbance made with this method depends greatly on the phase of the wave 
at the position of the resistor at the time of disturbance. When the energy 
is injected into a wave crest, the disturbance will be long lived. Conversely, 
energy injection into a wave trough causes a short lived disturbance. 

The fact that we can not make hole like structures with a resistor parallel 
to the wire is most probably caused by the energy injection not being lo
calised enough. Therefore we devised another methad (see Figure 2.23(b)). 
However, energy injection by a resistor hanging parallel to the wire is very 
effective in creating source- sink pairs. It has been observed that with suffi
cient amounts of energy injection these source-sink pairs can have lifetimes 
of up to several hours. 

4. 7.2 Disturbance from U nderneath 

Local heat injection from underneath the wire with the setup shown in Fig
ure 2.23(b) gives rather different results. As an example Figure 4.15 shows 
several disturbances produced by a voltage pulse of 10 V with a duration 
of 2.00 s over a 100 0 resistor placed on the bottorn of the container. This 
result differs substantially from the results we obtained by disturbing from 
the side of the wire. Here we do not see pairs of sourees and sinks. Most 
probably these are the homoclinic hole solutions predicted by theory. Here 
the lifetimes are much more constant, only ranging from 185 s to 216 s. In 
Figure 4.16 three subsequent scan lines takenneara disturbance are shown. 
This disturbance looks much more localised than the result we obtained 
previously by disturbing from the side. 

From bath methods of local heat injection the one with the resistor on 
the bottorn of the container looks most promising. This is the methad that 
we chose to use for a confrontation with the theoretica! predictions. 
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Figure 4.13: Space-time plot (0.500m by 3146s) of disturbances made in a 
uniformly traveling wave field at ê = 0.600 by local injection of heat from 
the side. The 100 n resistor is positioned against the si de wall at a depth of 
3 mm. For all of these disturbances the resistor has been heated by a 10 V 
voltage pulse with a duration of 2.50 s. 
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(a) Short lived disturbance. 
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(b) Long lived disturbance. 

Figure 4.14: Two scan lines taken from both a short lived (a) and a long 
lived (b) disturbance. Both disturbances were made by a 10 V voltage pulse 
over a 100 n resistor hanging against the side wall at a depth of 3 mm. Here 
é = 0.600. 
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Figure 4.15: Space-time plot (0.400 m by 3146 s) of disturbances made in a 
uniformly traveling wave field at ê = 0.200 by local injection of heat from 
the bottom. The 100 n resistor is positioned on the bottorn of the container. 
For all of these disturbances the resistor has been heated by a 10 V voltage 
pulse with a duration of 2.00 s. 
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Figure 4.16: Three scan lines taken near a disturbance. This disturbance 
was made by a 10 V voltage pulse over a 100 0 resistor on the bottorn of the 
container. Here ê = 0.200. 

4. 7.3 Logarithmic Divergence of Hole Life Time 

In order to find the logarithmic divergence of hole life time expressed by 
equation 3.17, we made several disturbances by applying various voltage 
pulses over the 100 0 resistor. For the duration of this voltage pulse we 
always took the same value, namely 1.50 s. The results of several of these 
measurements are plotted together in Figure 4.17(a). The data was fitted 

with the function ~th = - >.ln I Pï(c I· For the fit parameters we find >. = 

225.8 s and Pc = 2.26 W. Tobetter see the logarithmic behaviour one could 

examine the relation of e-~ versus P [{c . This shown in Figure 4.17 (b). 
By expressing our value of >. in units of the physical timescale T, we can 

determine the eigenvalue Àu of the unstable manifold (equation 3.16). Here 
we get Àu = 0.55, which can be compared to the values found by Van Hecke 
and Howard (2001) which range from Àu = 0.05 · · · 0.1. Our value is much 
larger. However, the theoretica! value depends strongly on the parameters 
c1 and c3 of the CGLE (equation 3.6). We have no information about these 
parameters in our experiment. 

According to theory the nature of the holes should change when the 
power P crosses the critica! value Pc. This is depicted by the phase diagram 
in Figure 3.5. On one side of the stable manifold we would expect to see 
decaying holes and on the other side holes that grow out to defects. However 
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Figure 4.17: The life time ~th of holes that emerge when the wave field is 
disturbed by applying various voltage pulses over a 100 n resistor plotted 
on a linear (a) and an exponential scale (b). The duration of the pulse was 
always 1.50 s and the voltage was varied. Here € = 0.200. 
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this is not what we saw in our experiments. In Figures 4.18 and 4.19 space
time plots ofthe wave number for measurements of disturbances made below 
and above the critica! power value Pc are plotted respectively. Despite a 
different appearance, in both cases we see holes that grow out to defects. 
Clearly, applying local heat is a crude way of perturbing the wave field. By 
increasing the strengthof the perturbation, we were apparently able to walk 
along the one-dimensional manifold r of Figure 3.5. However, around the 
critica! perturbation Pc we change from one excitation mode to another. 
In these measurements we did not see decaying holes. We did however see 
decaying holes emerge spontaneously in modulated wave fields. 

4. 7.4 Holes that Grow Out to Defects 

Holes that grow out to defects seem to be all memhers of a one parameter 
family (see also Pastur et al. 2003a). In Figure 4.20 an example of the wave 
number of a wave field with decaying holes is shown. Two of the holes have 
been traeed out by locating the maximum wave number inside the hole. 
If the wave number and amplitude are determined along these traces and 
plotted against each other in a scatter plot the result looks the same for 
all holes, despite the fact that the lifetimes are very different. In Figure 
4.21 this is shown for the holes traeed out in Figure 4.20. Here we see that 
the relation between the wave number and the amplitude consists of two 
branches. The branch on the left belongs to the behaviour of the hole befare 
the defect and vice versa. This is not in accordance with the theoretica! 
prediction which states that the hole grows out to a defect after which the 
uniformly traveling wave field is recovered. Instead our observations show 
more complex behaviour. 

The theory of homoclinic holes prediets that some of them evolve into a 
defect, that is a point where the amplitude of the wave field is 0. If so, the 
wave number is predicted to diverge as .6.r1 where .ó.t is the time until the 
defect occurs. As can be seen in Figure 4.22, our defect is incomplete in the 
sense that the amplitude does not go all the way to zero. After the apparent 
defect, the hole experiences a phase slip and survives. It is remarkable that 
(q- q0 ) "" .6.r1 , if q0 is taken as the asymptotic q of the hole (which is 
larger than the wave number of the field). 

4. 7.5 Decaying Holes 

Decaying holes were sametimes observed to spontaneously emerge in a mod
ulated wave field. An example of a space-time plot of the wave number for 
a wave field with decaying holes is shown in Figure 4.23. This result was 
obtained befare the renewal of the oil and the wire. The holes that can be 
seen here are not made by deliberately disturbing the surface by local heat 
injection. Instead what we see is some sort of phase chaos. The decaying 
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Figure 4.18: Space-time plot (0.600m by 1573s) of the wave number for 
a wave field that is disturbed by heating a 100 n resistor with a power of 
2.16 W fora duration of 1.50s. 
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Figure 4.19: Space-time plot (0.600m by 1573s) of the wave number for 
a wave field that is disturbed by heating a 100 n resistor with a power of 
2.34 W for a duration of 1.50 s. 
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Figure 4.20: Space-time plot (0.600m by 4194s) of the wave number fora 
wave field with several holes that turn into defects measured at E: = 0.200. 
Two holes have been traeed out by locating the maximum wave number 
inside the hole. 
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Figure 4.21: The relation between the wave number q and the amplitude 
lAl for two different holes that grow out to defeets. This shows that these 
holes are part of the same one parameter family. 

holes that are traeed out here seem to belong to the same family of hole so
lutions, yet this is another family than the one where holes that grow out to 
defeets belong to. To illustrate this, in Figure 4.24 the relation between the 
wave number q and the amplitude lAl for the two deeaying holes traeed out 
in Figure 4.23 is plotted. Although not as good as with holes that grow out 
to defeets, this does give us a strong indieation that deeaying holes belong 
the same family of hole solutions. 
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Figure 4.22: Temporal evolution of amplitude (a) and wave number {b) 
inside a hole that grows into a defect. 
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Figure 4.23: Space-time plot (l.OOOm by 4194s) of the wave number for 
a wave field with several decaying holes and holes that turn into defects 
measured at é = 0.050. Two decaying holes have been traeed out by locating 
the maximum wave number inside the hole. 
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Figure 4.24: The relation between the wave number q and the amplitude 
lAl for two different decaying holes. This shows that these holes are part of 
the same one parameter family. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Outlook 

The heated wire experiment was inspired by the complex Ginzburg-Landau 
equation. The form of this equation is very elegant, with its applicability 
only being determined by a few general requirements. It was believed that 
our experiment could be seen as an apparatus that produces solutions to 
the CGLE. In order to make a conneetion between the experiment and the 
theory, wetried todetermine the coeflicients of the CGLE that apply to our 
setup. In some cases this worked out very well; other cases proved to be 
very challenging experimentally. 

Some predictions based on the analysis of the CGLE were indeed ob
servable. However, there were also predictions that were contradicted by 
the experiment. This is truly remarkable, sirree all of the predictions belang 
to one interconnected theoretica! framework. So only complying with some 
of the predictions does not make any sense to us. 

The question remains, whether the observed discrepancies are caused by 
a deficient theory or by the inapplicability of the theory to our experiment 
for some unknown reason. For now we can only conclude that the heated 
wire experiment is not the CGLE machine that it was thought to be. 

Following below is a summary of observations that can be made with 
regard to our results. 

• The determination of the timescale To and the critica! power Qc proved 
to be possible very accurately. The predicted T = Toc-1 behaviour was 
observed. 

1 
• The predicted proportionality of the wave amplitude lAl with c2 was 

observed. 

• The determination of the length scale Ço depends heavily on the avail
ability of weakly modulated wave fields. 

• From a weakly modulated wave field, the length scale Ço can be easily 
obtained. Better results could be expected from a determination of 
the length scale Ç as a function of c. 
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• The determination of the front spreading velocity v* proved to be very 
problematic. This is mainly caused by the competition of the invasion 
of the A = 0 state by fronts with the growth of bulk instabilities. 
This problem could be solved by the deliberate perturbation of the 
surface in a point that can serve as the nucleus of a front. Since front 
movement in a traveling wave system is relative to the group velocity, 
this deliberate perturbation would also have to move with the group 
velocity. 

• Measurements of the front spreading velocity v* showed a behaviour 
that was different from the expected d behaviour. A possible cause 
of this could be a shift in the critica! driving power Qc by long time 
intensive use of our setup. 

• The problems with the front spreading velocities, made the determi
nation of the linear dispersion coefficient c1 ambiguous. 

• Holes that were generated by local heat injection are part of a one 
parameter family and are of the type that grow out to defects. 

• The logarithmic behaviour of the hole lifetime, that is to be expected 
for near homoclinic orbits, is indeed observable. 

• Decaying holes are part of a different one parameter family than holes 
that grow out to defects. We only observed decaying holes that spon
taneously emerged from a weakly modulated wave field. 

• The expected transition from holes that grow out to defects on one 
side of the stabie manifold to decaying holes on the other side is not 
observed. Here we only see holes that grow out to defects; though 
there is a change in character. 
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